Smartphones are a key enabling technology in the Internet of Things (IoT) for gathering crowd-sensed data. However, collecting crowd-sensed data for research is not simple. Issues related to device heterogeneity, security, and privacy have prevented the rise of crowd-sensing platforms for scientific data collection. 
Introduction
Smartphones have completely revolutionized our life, work, and free time with the tremendous growth of novel resources and services. Smartphones are truly portable, personal, and highly connected devices: as such, they are a key enabling technology in the Internet of Things (IoT), where people produce 5 crowd-sensed data. However, collecting such data for research is not simple; contributors need to be actively enrolled in a campaign, and thus issues related to device heterogeneity, security, and privacy need to be considered. Such difficulties have prevented the rise of crowd-sensing platforms for scientific data gathering. Similarly, the use of previously gathered crowd-sensed data is hard.
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Rarely such data are appropriate for the intended study, and thus require further assumptions and filtering. Thus, many potential crowd-sensing services have not (yet) been recognized due to the lack of adequate testing data.
To this aim, we implemented VIVO, an open framework for crowd-sensed Big
Data gathering, where security and privacy are managed within the framework 15 at the client side. VIVO allows to test and validate IoT services that use social, physical, and environmental information. The collected data can be accessed both at the end of the experiment, as in traditional testbeds, and in real-time, as required by many big data applications. Yet, VIVO differs from traditional testbeds as testing experiments can be scheduled and run in real-time on the 20 mobile phones of volunteers. Here, we present the following contributions:
• the introduction of the enrolled crowd-sensing model that allows the deployment of several experiments simultaneously, as opposed to the traditional usage of crowd-sensing for a single experiment;
• a paradigm-shift from (i) taking care of the whole experiment cycle, i.e., 25 from the experiment design up to the data provision, to (ii) managing only the experiment application, with built-in security and privacy capabilities;
• the VIVO architecture definition and implementation, its performance evaluation and, as an example, four relevant real-world applications. 
Background and Motivation
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Mobile Crowd-Sensing (MCS) is an emerging paradigm based on the sensing capabilities of mobile devices [1] . MCS lies at the intersection between the IoT and the volunteer/crowd-based scheme [2] . In particular, MCS extends IoT services relying on data collected from a large number of individuals' portable sensing devices, such as smartphones. Potential MCS applications span a wide 35 spectrum in terms of application domain [3] , ranging from environmental monitoring [4, 5, 6] , traffic estimation [7, 8, 9] , and place categorization [10] to smart cities [11, 12, 13] or buildings [14] , and social trend detection [15, 16] . Though these applications were established to pursue specific purposes, efforts have also been made towards formally characterizing the operation of MCS systems in an 40 application-agnostic way. These approaches offer more flexibility by supporting a variety of experiments in different settings, ranging from participatory to opportunistic sensing, depending on the user involvement in the data collection scheme [17, 18, 19] . In [20, 21] , we identified basic design issues of MCS systems and investigated some characteristic challenges. In [22] , authors recognize the 45 opportunity of fusing information from populations of privately-held sensors as well as the corresponding limitations due to privacy issues.
Inspired by this fruitful ensemble of works, we introduce a novel crowdsensing testbed, referred to as VIVO. The key point of our proposed solution consists in allowing an easy development and deployment of experimental soft-50 ware on mobile devices. More precisely, similarly to PhoneLab [23] and SmartLab [24] , VIVO experiment developers (i.e., application developers who need to collect data) can dynamically deploy their own application on each VIVO volunteer device. However, while PhoneLab [23] requires volunteers to run a modified version of the Android OS on their mobile phone, thus limiting the set 55 of potential participants, VIVO experimental applications run on standard Android versions, without any extra-hardware requirements and pre-deployment testing. SmartLab [24] is an architecture for managing a cluster of real and virtual devices. Users can install executables on devices, capture their screen, 3 requiring low-level control over smartphones, e.g., deployment and debugging, VIVO is a framework focused on the gathering of crowd-sensed data.
Recent similar efforts are LiveLabs [25] , NetSense [26] , and IoT Lab [27] .
Livelabs [25] is a mobile testbed that continuously collects sensor data from participant personal devices in four public spaces in Singapore. The goal of 65 this data collection is to analytically extract context information to trigger consumer trials provided by retailers or service providers. NetSense [24] aims to understand the impact of the digital world (mobile communications and online social networks) on social relationships by collecting sensor data from instrumented smartphones distributed to hundreds of students at the University of
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Notre Dame. IoT Lab [27] has been developed with the purpose of researching the potential of crowd-sensing as an extension to the traditional IoT infrastructure. Through a smartphone application, the crowd was allowed to participate in experiments by contributing with sensory data and knowledge.
Unlike these previous efforts, where a single static application is installed on 75 each smartphone to constantly save data collected from sensors, VIVO allows the deployment of multiple simultaneous experiments introducing an enrolled crowd-sensing model. In such a model, developers are not limited to a fixed set of experiments but they can build their own application without any constraint, in a more agnostic and generic way. Table 1 compares VIVO with existing solutions   80 in the literature. Differently from other approaches, the data collected through 4 VIVO can be accessed both at the end of the experiment, as in traditional testbeds, as well as in real-time, as needed by several Big Data applications. This enables a broad range of applications that require low latency communication, e.g., navigation, monitoring, and recommendation.
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One of the key features of VIVO concerns the security and privacy of volunteer data. As we leverage private smartphones, it becomes crucial to ensure that any deployed applications do not compromise the private data of the users and the regular behavior of their private applications. To deal with this issue, we manage security and privacy within the framework, at the client side. We pro-
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vide an API with all the methods necessary to secure and privatize the collected data before they leave the smartphone. Clearly, we cannot prevent malicious behaviors, but these are legally prosecutable as a contract violation.
Moreover, VIVO is a human-and sensor-based testbed. It integrates two components: a crowd-sensing scheme composed of mobile devices (volunteer 95 smartphones), and Syndesi [28] , an IoT framework for smart buildings, which includes multiple fixed sensors. This integration empowers the seamless combination of resources coming from different sources, which (i) allows to study the interaction between human beings and the surroundings, analyzing their behavior with varying environmental conditions, and (ii) enables a big number 100 of experiments, where users and the sensor-based infrastructure rely on each other, e.g., indoor navigation and smart actuations in the environment [29] .
Finally, VIVO allows a paradigm shift from (i) taking care of the whole experiment cycle, i.e., from the experiment design up to the data provision, to (ii) managing only the experiment application, with built-in security and pri-105 vacy capabilities. In fact, it provides to experiment developers a compact unified framework to collect data, from the architecture (e.g., server, data management, and security) to the mobile sensing nodes, i.e., volunteer smartphones.
Volunteer recruitment is a typical issue in crowd-sensing platforms. Thus, crowd incentives, as well as ensured Quality of Information (QoI) of crowd-110 sensed data, are considerably important aspects for the success of MCS applications [30, 31, 32] . To reward volunteer involvement in VIVO experiments The additional provisioning of trust and privacy along with its capability of supporting heterogeneous data (also in real-time) makes VIVO suitable for a range of diverse experiments, e.g., predicting human behavior [33] , monitoring 120 environmental conditions to examine their relation with user actions [28] , or performing navigation in indoor environments [34, 35] , where GPS is not usable.
Architectural Overview
VIVO architecture is displayed in Fig. 1 Energy Monitors (POEM) [36] to measure the energy overhead of the application and an extension of the Mockingbird platform [37] to monitor the information leakage. Mockingbird performs an on-device evaluation to retrieve the information accessible from the experiment application, e.g., when and how many times it access the file systems, the sensors, the contacts, etc. This platform produces
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an access-report that is compared with the experiment description in order to detect access patterns not compliant with the application task.
VIVO consists of three main components, which will be discussed in turn, namely VIVO Server, VIVO Client, and VIVO Client API.
The VIVO Server is the main back-end platform of the architecture. It con- provides the underlying tools to encrypt, compress, and privatize the data.
Implementation
This section provides a detailed description of each component of the VIVO architecture, providing details on the functionalities, implementation choices, and technologies utilized in the system design. Section 4.1 describes the VIVO
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Client component, while Section 4.2 depicts the features of the VIVO Client API. Finally, in Section 4.3, we detail the VIVO Server.
VIVO Client
The VIVO Client is an Android application (compatible with OS version 4. 
User Interface (UI)
The VIVO Client UI is the interaction point between the VIVO Server and the volunteers. The UI allows them to monitor the experiments available and running on VIVO, as well as managing their participation in each experiment. To perform the synchronization we utilize the Android Sync Adapter component, which provides a smart way to manage data synchronization and battery consumption. Each time a synchronization is performed, a batch of data is sent to the VIVO Server. In this phase, a field named device ID is added to the 250 data block to identify the device that collected the data. Every time the VIVO Server receives the data, it returns an acknowledgement and the data is deleted 11 from the local database of the VIVO Client.
VIVO Client API
The VIVO Client API is a software component needed for a VIVO experi- 
Compression and Encryption Tools
Compression and encryption are fundamental tools in the proposed architecture. These features are bundled in a utility Class and use only Java standard libraries. To compress data we use the Deflate algorithm, while for the en-315 cryption we adopt asymmetric encryption implemented by the RSA algorithm.
Developers can freely decide the key size for the RSA algorithm 2 . This encryption technique is highly secure if a large key size is selected but it supports a limited data block size at each encryption, which in turn depends on the key size. Thus, developers should take into account the size of the data before using 320 the API. The maximum block size b can be computed as: b = k − p, where k is the key size (in byte) and p is the padding size (currently fixed at 11 byte).
Privacy Module
One of the key points of the proposed architecture is to ensure security and privacy at the client side. The privacy module provides routines to anonymize 325 data by removing any personal information from identifiers collected during an experiment. First, we created a simple tool, which consists of an Anonymous ID Generator. Given a set of IDs that can potentially be used to identify a user, it produces a new set of IDs using the SHA-256 algorithm [38] . This simple anonymization is, however, generally insufficient to preserve privacy, as which can be used when the statistic of interest is a real number. We also implemented the Hybrid Mechanism [41] , which can be seen as an extension of the Laplace Mechanism for streaming computations, and the Randomized Response [40] mechanism, which is applicable to any type of multiple-choice question.
The differential private methods available in the API are usable -both for 345 offline and real-time settings -for experiments that can be reduced to a survey.
Any experiment can be reduced to a survey, when the collected data belongs to a bounded set of numbers that correspond to possible answers. As an example, we consider a crowd-sensing application that collects the heart rate of volunteers.
This experiment can be viewed as a multiple choice survey where the sensors 350 act as participants and the sensor measurements represent votes.
VIVO Server
The VIVO Server is a Node.js web application based on the KeystoneJS
Framework. It is backed by the VIVO DB, which is a MongoDB database.
This architecture provides a versatile and flexible No-SQL backend solution
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suitable for the scale of this project. The VIVO Server supports the overall architecture handling the experiments, the notification mechanism, the data collection engine, and the integration with the Syndesi IoT testbed.
Experiment Management
A VIVO experiment is an instance of an Android application that is built notification is issued and displayed on the notification bar.
VIVO Server Data Collection
The data collection system manages the collected data in the VIVO Server, which periodically receives data blocks from volunteer devices. As described in ishes, the VIVO Server creates a JSON structure that combines the experiment data, which the developers can download from the experiment page.
Syndesi Integration
The VIVO Server supports the integration with the Syndesi IoT testbed.
Syndesi continuously collects environmental data from multiple sensors in a 
Example Scenarios
Through the VIVO testbed, some real-world applications have been already successfully implemented. Here, we overview the experiments and the usage of VIVO features in these application scenarios.
Human Behavior Data Collection (HBDC)
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The HBDC experiments aim to collect large-scale data of human beings with the objective of understanding and predicting the subjects' behavior and the social dynamics among them. is to analyze subjects' interplay for modeling social influence among them and predicting their behavior [33] . This experiment demonstrates the flexibility of VIVO in collecting heterogeneous (type of) data. In fact, for HBDC, we developed an application that collects from volunteer smartphones:
• physical information: subject position and activity detected by GPS and 420 the Google activity recognition API, respectively;
• social information: subject social relationships revealed by contacts and call logs from the smartphone, and by social connections in Online Social Networks, such as Facebook, Twitter, and Google Plus;
• environmental information: weather based on the location of the subject,
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and sensor measurements from the Syndesi framework;
• personal information: subject profile information through a survey.
Indoor Localization in Environmental Crowd-Sensing (ILECS)
The ILECS application enables experiments to track volunteer positions in an indoor environment in real-time. We have integrated the developed smart-
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phone indoor localization system [34] with the Syndesi framework in an application for environmental crowd-sensing. This application enables volunteers to register to the Syndesi server and contribute to its environmental monitoring scheme by sending measurements from their smartphone sensors. The sensed data are associated with an estimated indoor location before being sent back to 435 the server. As user-location is sensitive information, we use the VIVO API to anonymize the user ID before the transmission to the VIVO Server.
In order to feed the smartphone-based indoor localization algorithm with the required inputs, the following data must be collected:
1. The RSSI from all the visible WiFi access points; and network availability, the data are synced back with the VIVO Server.
NoiseBay
In the context of the development of the VIVO platform, we launched an experiment to create a public online map of noise levels within the San Francisco Bay area using data recorded by the smartphones of private citizens 4 . The 
Differential Privacy Survey (DPS)
In the DPS experiment, we deployed a server to create surveys and release aggregated statistics about the results while preserving differential privacy. Each VIVO or not. We simulated 2 18 participants, which voted YES with probability 0.6, and NO with probability 0.4. To privately compute the sum of YES votes, we employ the Hybrid Mechanism implemented in the VIVO Client API. This results in a type of private count. As the Hybrid Mechanism is randomised, we also make the private count consistent 5 using the transformation described in 485 5 A consistent count in our example must output integer counts, and furthermore, the count must increase by either 0 or 1 after each vote.
20 [41] . Then, we compare the absolute error between the true count and the private one, for two settings of acceptable privacy loss = 1 and = 0.1 . Finally, we run the hybrid mechanism 1000 times and compute the worst absolute error.
The error rate measured for both privacy loss settings is quite small. The absolute error is lower than 400, whereas a simple private counting mechanism [41] 490 would incur an absolute error proportional to 2 18 to achieve the same privacy loss. Additionally, we noticed that the error rate is inversely proportional to the privacy loss, which means that the privacy loss should be kept to a reasonable level to make the counts useful. Nevertheless, the two privacy loss considered in our experiments provide strong guarantees. Thus, we proved that the private 495 count mechanism provided by the VIVO API is quite useful for experiments while significantly limiting the amount of privacy that participants lose.
System Performance
To validate the functionality and to evaluate the performance of the pro- 
Scalability Test
In this test, we examine the functionality and the scalability of VIVO by distributing an experiment to a group of forty volunteers scattered over the whole Switzerland. Further, this test allowed us to evaluate the robustness of VIVO by analyzing the integrity and the correctness of the collected data during the 510 whole life-cycle, and the presence of anomalies or bugs in the implementation.
In the experiment, we gather accelerometer measurements from volunteer smartphones every minute in both offline and real-time settings. Volunteers installed the experiment from the VIVO Client, which worked without any issue.
The VIVO Server handled well both the experiments and the volunteers, without 515 any loss of data and any performance degradation. In the current version of the architecture, the VIVO Server is designed to run on a single node as a monolithic web application and, thus, it does not scale automatically on a cluster of multiple nodes. The VIVO Server instance runs on a machine with a CPU Intel(R) 
VIVO Client API Performance
To guarantee security in the data transaction, the VIVO Client API performs data compression and encryption. It is crucial to ensure that this data processing does not affect the performance and the proper operation of VIVO, both in the real-time and in the offline settings. Low latency in the data processing is 535 mandatory for real-time applications, while a moderate battery consumption is fundamental to support volunteer involvement.
To this end, we developed two classes of experiments. First, we evaluate the delay introduced by compression and encryption at varying key size. As VIVO developers decide the size of the RSA key during the API configuration,
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we aim to quantify the impact of this choice in terms of additional delay. To perform these measurements, we used a Nexus 5X running OS version 8.1.0.
We compare our proposed solution, i.e., compression and encryption, with a Second, we created a suite of benchmarks to measure both latency and battery consumption, comparing three processing scenarios: (i) raw data (does not perform any data processing), (ii) compression, and (iii) compression and encryption (VIVO Client API). We performed a set of 27 benchmarks varying 555 the three processing scenarios, the block size (50, 500, and 5000 byte), and the frequency (1, 10, and 50 Hz). Each benchmark performs, for a given amount of time (fixed to 30 minutes), multiple data processing operations based on the frequency, which in turn determines the number of data processing operation performed in a second. We empirically choose the values of the parameters to 560 exploit as much as possible the hardware resources at our disposal. an optimization system dynamically adapts the resource allocation according to the throughput of the benchmark. We strongly believe that this optimization Thereby, when the data processing frequency is low, the Governor maintains a 570 lower CPU frequency -taking more time to process the data -with respect to the case of a higher data processing frequency. While the block size does not affect the raw data processing, in the other two scenarios we observe that the larger the block size the higher is the latency. An interesting behavior can be noticed in the VIVO Client API scenario, where encryption limits the data 575 block size. In this experiment, we used a key size of 8192 bits, which allows to encrypt up to 1013 byte of data. Thereby, in case of larger blocks (e.g., 5000B), the API splits the data in smaller blocks introducing a computational overhead, as it can be appreciated in Fig. 7c . Finally, we observe that every parameter combinations produces an acceptable delay in every processing scenario.
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The battery consumption as a function of the benchmark parameters can be seen in Fig. 8 . As we expected, for every data processing scenario, the battery consumption increases with the benchmark frequency. Note in particular that Overall, through these two classes of experiments, we proved that the VIVO API introduces a large suite of tools at the cost of a slightly larger latency and a moderate battery consumption if compared to legacy solutions.
Battery Consumption in Data Synchronization
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In this section, we compare the offline data collection with the real-time upload in terms of battery consumption. In the former scenario, a batch of data is sent at irregular intervals based on the Sync Adapter policy, whereas in the latter, data is forwarded without any buffering. The Sync Adapter aims to transfer data while limiting the battery consumption according to the current 595 network usage and the device sleep state. As the synchronization mechanism is strongly affected by the usage of the device, which in turn is a stochastic process, we forced the transmission every time a batch of fixed size, referred to as queue, is filled. In such a way the resulting consumption will be an upper bound of the real battery consumption, as the Sync Adapter manages the transmission 600 more efficiently. In this test, we evaluate queue sizes ranging from 1 (real-time scenario) to 1000 elements. For each queue size, we performed a benchmark of 90 minutes sending data block of 50 byte at a frequency of 1, 10, and 50Hz. Fig. 9 shows the battery consumption as a function of queue size and frequency. As it was expected, short queues consume more energy than longer 605 ones as the system requires more frequently network infrastructure and communication. In particular, the battery consumption in case of long queues achieves almost the same value. Our hypothesis is that, in such scenarios, the battery consumption converges to a lower bound, which does not depend on the frequency and on the queue size of the data upload. 
Conclusions
We presented the VIVO framework built onto the enrolled crowd-sensing model, which allows the deployment of several experiments simultaneously.
VIVO also provides a paradigm-shift from (i) taking care of the whole experiment cycle, i.e., from experiment design up to data provision, to (ii) managing 615 only the experiment application, with built-in security and privacy capabilities and the possibility to access data in real-time. We have defined and implemented VIVO architecture, and evaluated its performance. Further, we demonstrated its usability and effectiveness with four relevant real-world applications.
